
 
Abstract—Deaf and hearing-impaired students face many 

obstacles throughout their education, especially with learning applied 
sciences such as computer programming. In addition, there is no clear 
signs in the Arabic Sign Language that can be used to identify 
programming logic terminologies such as while, for, case, switch etc. 
However, hearing disabilities should not be a barrier for studying 
purpose nowadays, especially with the rapid growth in educational 
technology. In this paper, we develop an Avatar based system to 
teach computer programming to deaf and hearing-impaired students 
using Arabic Signed language with new signs vocabulary that is been 
developed for computer programming education. The system is tested 
on a number of high school students and results showed the 
importance of visualization in increasing the comprehension or 
understanding of concepts for deaf students through the avatar.  

 
Keywords—Hearing-impaired students, isolation, self-esteem, 

learning difficulties. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

EAF students in many Arab and developed countries lack 
the opportunity to continue their higher education. For 

instance, it is rare to find a deaf student in the universities of 
Saudi Arabia, especially in the applied sciences or non-
theoretical specialties. Moreover, Saudi universities use live 
interpreting to teach deaf students until now. It is a method 
that has many disadvantages, ranging from the lack of subject 
knowledge from the interpreter to the cost of hiring an 
individual interpreter [5]. This results in the denial of students’ 
right to receive quality education that is a universal goal of 
each country.  

Recently, Saudi universities have been making stronger 
efforts to integrate deaf students among their students. In 
addition, it is important not to limit their education to 
theoretical and literature studies. There are some computer 
aided educational applications that can assist the teaching of 
science majors for hearing impaired students. Certain common 
applications include: The Signing Math Picture Dictionary 
(SMP), M-Sign application, and, iCommunicator1. These 
applications are currently used for teaching mathematics, 
chemistry, and some other subjects. However, deaf students 
have little support in other than interpreters when studying 
computer programming courses; the available tools do not 
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specifically support the skills required for teaching computer 
programming. Moreover, these tools do not support the Arabic 
Sign Language (ArSL). For these reasons, this study aims to 
develop a tool that helps deaf students to learn basic 
programming concepts using an avatar. The project reported 
in this paper had the following objectives:  
1. Review tools available for teaching deaf students; 
2. Translate the text script of introduction to Java course to 

ArSL; 
3. Present programming concepts via a 3D Avatar using 

ArSL. 

II. THE EDUCATION LANDSCAPE IN SAUDI ARABIA 

Based on the National Center for Health Statistics in United 
States of America, the number of deaf people in the world is 
increasing. There were 22 million deaf and 36 million hearing 
impaired individuals across the globe [8]. According to the 
latest fact sheet of WHO released on March 2015, more than 
5% of the world’s population (360 million people) have 
hearing loss disability (328 million adults and 32 million 
children) [10]. According to a study conducted in Saudi 
Arabia (2002), where 9540 Saudi children were surveyed, 
1241 (13%) had hearing impairment and 782 (8%) were at risk 
of hearing impairment [11]. Based to Gallaudet University 
Library, a study showed that the number of hearing impaired 
children in Saudi Arabia was about 2526 although no accurate 
numbers were available for adults [12]. On the other hand, a 
Global Survey Report WFD Interim Regional Secretariat for 
the Arab Region that was published on 2008 stated that there 
are 100,000 deaf in Saudi Arabia [13].  

Despite the fact that higher education for the deaf students 
is of great concern in Saudi Arabia, of its 27 public 
universities, one E-university, 8 private universities and 21 
private colleges [14], only less than 0.03% of the deaf 
graduates from high schools across Saudi Arabia enroll in 
Saudi universities, and almost zero percent are enrolled in 
applied sciences colleges such as computer science. In our 
research we contacted all the public universities in the 
duration between January 2014 and March 2014 to verify how 
many deaf students they have and what teaching methods they 
are using to facilitate the contents to them. Most of the 
universities have restricted some courses for the deaf and 
hearing-impaired persons.  

The first two institutes for the deaf individuals were 
established in 1964 in Riyadh; one for boys and one for girls. 
The education was under the auspices of the state, which 
provided a free education for all at all levels to citizens and 
residents [15-20].  
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Sign Language is a native language for most of the deaf 
people. It is a visual and manual language made up of signs 
formed with hands, facial expressions, movement, and body 
postures. The signs can be either static (posture) or dynamic 
(gesture). Moreover, there are about 138 sign languages, 
variously, across the world [21]-[23]. Many efforts have been 
made to establish the sign language used in individual Arab 
countries. Such efforts produced many versions of sign 
languages, almost as many as Arabic-speaking countries based 
on each country’s own heritage, culture and dialect, yet with 
the same sign alphabets [24]. However, since the Arab world 
has very similar culture and they share the same heritage and 
the same sign alphabets, efforts are in progress to create a 
unified Arab Sign Language (ArSL). In 2001, the League of 
Arab States worked along with the Arab League Educational, 
Cultural and Scientific Organization and produced the first 
unified dictionary, containing 1000 words. Another version of 
this dictionary was issued in 2007 with an additional 600 
words, making a total of 1600 words [29].  

Currently, translators or interpreters are always needed to 
bridge the gap, when non-deaf people want to communicate 
with the deaf. Such interpreters and translators were usually 
human; however, with the rapid change of technology, some 
applications and tools have been developed to help deaf 
improving their hearing world and simplifying their ability to 
communicate [26]. Some work has been done in this field to 
automate the translation of the gestures to text or spoken 
language and vice versa. The images of signs were the starting 
point then video clips and files were introduced and proved 
very useful to the deaf [27]. Lately three-dimensional images 
and avatars are becoming the new techniques to be used. Table 
I shows a comparison between the use of videos and avatars in 
deaf/non-deaf interpretation. 

 
TABLE I 

USE OF VIDEOS AND AVATARS 

 Avatars Videos 

The speed of signing Can be controlled 
Depends on the filmed 

person’s speed 
Seeing the signs from 

different angles 
Signs can be viewed 
from different angles 

One stable angle 

The file size 
Small, measured in 

KB 
Large, measured in MB 

Effects to website 
Easley uploaded due 

to its small size 
Takes longer time to be 

uploaded 

 
A study has aimed at developing a system for automatic 

translation of gestures of manual alphabets in the ArSL [28]. 
The researchers designed a collection of ANFIS (adaptive 
neuro-fuzzy inference system) networks; the system deals 
with images of bare hands. They also came up with ways of 
processing these images then converting them into a set of 
features that comprises the length of some vectors. They used 
the hybrid-learning algorithm in training and the subtractive 
clustering algorithm and the least-squares estimator was used 
to identify the fuzzy inference system. Experiments revealed 
that their system was able to recognize 30 Arabic manual 
alphabets with an accuracy of 93.55%. In 2008, Halawani 
introduced ArSL Translation Systems (ArSL-TS) that runs on 

mobile devices [28]. The system worked well, although its full 
implementation was not enhanced.  

The teaching of computer science and programming would 
hopefully open new opportunities for this targeted group of 
students. Using eLearning resources specially build for the 
deaf and hard of hearing students in Saudi Arabia within 
higher institutions of learning would also serve to improve the 
quality of education services offered to the targeted group. 
Deaf students often struggle to endure instruction in technical 
fields such as Computer Science (CS). Course instruction is 
traditionally presented with “mediated instruction” [30]-[36], 
which involves sign language interpreters. Yet, many 
interpreters do not possess the content area knowledge 
required to translate instruction in regular classes to provide 
the deaf student with content information in comparison with 
what is received by their hearing peers [37]. As such, the 
proper use of an avatar to teach computer programming will 
hopefully enhance some level of literacy and ease of 
understanding the discipline while teaching programming 
languages. Several studies have advanced towards the use of 
ICT integration systems in enhancing effective learning for the 
deaf and hard of hearing [38], [39]. In research carried out by 
Kulik et al., it is perceived that the students with special needs 
who use ICT in learning actually take a considerably smaller 
amount of time learning, the opposite of using the normal 
manual learning systems [39]. Sign language can carry 
information, ideas, and emotions with as much range, 
versatility, and complexity as spoken languages [40]. To 
represent the Arabic alphabet, it uses 26 static hand postures 
and 5 dynamic gestures [42].  

In a recent study, Ibrahim et al. [43] measured the learning 
style for deaf using Felder and Silverman’s Learning Style 
model, named Index Learning Style model (ILS). This model 
was dividing the learning styles into four dimensions, which 
are input, perception, process, and comprehension. Each of 
these dimensions has two different styles such as input (visual 
or verbal), process (active or reflective), perception (sensory 
or intuitive), and comprehension (global or sequential) [44]. 
The result showed that deaf students scored a high percentage 
of visual, sequential, active, and sensory learning styles in 
order that they depend on visuals; although, there were some 
students having verbal, intuitive, reflective, and global 
learning styles, see the result in Table II.  

 
TABLE II 

REFLECTIVE AND GLOBAL LEARNING STYLES RESULT [47] 

Arabic syntax ArSL syntax 

S+V S+V 

V+S S+V 

S+P S+P 

S+V+O S +O+V 

S+ V+O(Adj,Adv) S + O + V (Adj, Adv) 

S+P + (Adj, Adv) S+P +(Adj ,Adv) 

S+ V+ Pr S+V 

V+O O+V 

 
According to Marschark et al. [45], there is no indication 

that all deaf students are visual learners and being less 
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dependent on hearing does not necessarily make them better 
visual learners compared to hearing students. But at the same 
time, this fact does not reduce the importance of visual 
learning sources for a deaf student [46].  

“Visualization is a mental image or a visual representation 
of an object or scene or person or abstraction that is similar to 
visual perception”, but the most referred one is “the use of 
computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of data 
to amplify cognition”, where cognition means knowledge. 
Visualization is a graphical appearance that is preferable to 
carry sophisticated idea clearly, accurately, and efficaciously 
[47]. It plays an important role in teaching and learning 
because it facilitates understanding for students by providing 
visual support [48]. 

III. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING FOR ARSL 

The automatic analysis of text requires a deep 
understanding of Natural Language Processing (NLP) by 
machines. It is a fact that there is more than one definition for 
NLP. Cambria & White [49] defined NLP as “a theory-
motivated range of computational techniques for the automatic 
analysis and representation of human language”. Moreover, 
according to Copestake et al. [50], it can be defined as “the 
automatic (or semi-automatic) processing of human 
language.” It is connecting to formal language theory, 
compiler techniques, theorem proving, machine learning and 
human-computer interaction, all these fields are within the 
Computer Science [50]. 
A. Some NLP techniques: 
 Sentence splitting: Splitting a text into sentences. 
 Word sense disambiguation: Figuring out the meaning of 

a word or entity [51]. 
B. Some NLP applications: 
 Spell and grammar checking  
 Suggestion alternatives for the errors 
 Word prediction 
 Information retrial  
 Information extraction 
 Machine translation 
 Screen readers for blind and partially sighted users 
 Document classification (altering, routing) 
 Text segmentation 
 Exam marking 
 Natural language interfaces to databases [50], [51] 

According to Cambria & White [49], previous NLP 
applications are mainly based on algorithms and techniques of 
textual representation. Such algorithms are good for 
processing these applications. Although this is very helpful, 
when it comes to explaining sentences and extracting 
meaningful information their capabilities are very limited. In 
fact, NLP needs a higher level of symbolic capability [52].  

Cambria & White [49] further reported that researchers 
should concentrate on the tasks like machine translation, 
information retrieval, text summarizes, and others. The most 
important research is related to the syntax; because its analysis 
was important and necessary. On the other hand, Cambria & 
White [49] also mentioned that there are three curves in NLP 

system performance. The syntax specifies different ways of 
organizing a group of symbols, so that a sentence is properly 
formed. The semantics specifies the meaning of well-formed 
sentences. The pragmatics specifies the meaning of composite 
sentences. 

Here are some definitions related to text segmentation [53]: 
 Text segmentation is the process of converting a well-

defined text corpus into its component words and 
sentences.  

 Word segmentation or Tokenization: breaks up the 
sequence of characters in a text by locating the word 
boundaries, the points where one word ends and another 
begins. 

 Sentence segmentation is the process of determining the 
longer processing units consisting of one or more words.  

 Text normalization is a related step that involves 
merging different written forms of a token into a 
canonical normalized form, for example, if the text 
contains a token such as “Mr.”, “mister”, or “Mister”, all 
of these words will be normalized to a single form. 

Indurkhya & Damerau [53] reported that sentence 
segmentation task specifies the sentence boundary. However, 
most of written language includes punctuation marks 
presented in the boundaries of the sentences. Therefore, this 
task refers to sentence boundary detection, sentence boundary 
disambiguation, or sentence boundary recognition. All of 
these terms indicate same operation, which clarifies how text 
would be divided into separate sentences. Yet, there is no 
exact usage of rule for the punctuation marks; still, the 
commitment to the rules is different, based on the language 
and the type of the text.  

ArSL differs from Arabic and other spoken languages in 
having its own structure and grammar rules. It is similar to 
other world sign languages that include spatial-gestural 
languages. According to El Alfi et al. [46], there are many 
difficulties in translation between Arabic and ArSL: 
 There is no singular, dual, or plural agreement in ArSL 

signed sentences. In other words, even though many 
nouns are pluralisable in the Arabic language, they are not 
in ArSL. For example, the word “تفاحتان” in Arabic 
language is expressed in ArSL by two words: First, sign 
 Table III .”اثنان“ and then sign of the number ,”تفاحة“
shows how combinations are different in ArSL. 

 
TABLE III 

COMPARISON BETWEEN ARSL & ARABIC COMBINATIONS [46] 

Count Arabic language syntax ArSL syntax 

1 Singular Singular 

2 Dual Singular+2 

3 Plural Singular+3 

 

 Tense in ArSL is simply and practically used. Past, 
present, and future tenses are expressed at the beginnings 
of conversation and shifted only when there is a need to 
express a different tense. 

- Arabic sentence structure can start with either a 
subject or a verb. However, it is preferable to start an ArSL 
sentence with subject, such as: “ المدرسة إلى أحمد ذهب ” is 
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translated to: “ المدرسة إلى ذهب أحمد ”. 
Some differences between Arabic language and ArSL are 

shown in Table IV with the following key: Subject (S); Verb 
(V); Object (O); Predicate (P); Adjective (Adj); Adverb 
(Adv); and, Pronoun (Pr). 

 
TABLE IV 

SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ARABIC AND ARSL [46] 

Arabic syntax ArSL syntax 

Neg + V V + Neg 

S+Neg+V+O O+ S+V+Neg 

S + Neg + V S + V + Neg 

Neg + (Adj, Adv) (Adj, Adv) + Neg 

Adj V + Neg 

 
 In ArSL, the ordering of a negative sentence is not similar 

to the sentence in Arabic language. Moreover, the 
translation of an adjective is done either by the use of 
adjective sign directly (if it already exists in the 
dictionary), or by using the negation of an equivalent 
negative verb. For instance; the words like “كرم” when it 
negated does not need to be the word “بخل “.  

 A. First Stage: The Parser  

 Receives the input text then breaks it up into parts like the 
nouns as objects, the verbs as methods, and definitely 
each has attributes or options. This process can be done 
by other available software tools.  

 Divides the input text into a sequence of words and 
analyzes them into letters. 

B. Second Stage: Intelligent Text Treatment 

The rules of dealing with natural language interpretation 
problems such as spelling, vocabulary, synonyms, 
derivational, are formulated. Some of such rules are as 
follows: 
  Rules to delete special characters: Some rules are 

deleting special characters that do not have any 
effectiveness on the meaning of a sentence; such as (#, ! , 
? , (, ) , & , $ , … ). 

 Rules to delete some words: These rules are listed in 
Table V. 

 Morphological Analyses: In Arabic language, using one 
root word can generate more than ten words. There is a 
process to get the word stem in many steps:  

o First, split the word into letters. 
o Second, delete prefixes such as (  ,بالـ الـ , كالـ , للـ , ,فالـ بالـ فا, كا,

).  
o Third, delete suffixes such as (  ان ها, نا, تن, تم, ات, كن, ين, ون,

  .(وا
o Finally, to get the stem, simply make pattern matching. 

C. Third Stage: Sign-Code Selection 

Match the words with corresponding signs, and if there is a 
word that does not have any sign, use finger spelling. 

D. Last Stage: Sign Image Retrieval 

Access the database and display the corresponding sign 
images. 

 
TABLE V 

RULES DERIVED TO DELETE SOME WORDS [47] 
Type 

(if the word is) 
Example Action to be taken 

(then) 

Stop words 
Not important استاذة , استاذ , سيدة , سيد , 

  مدام
Delete it  

Indicates plural سعوديات , سعوديون , 
 , السعوديات , السعوديون

  الكويتيات الكويتيون,

Place it in one group 
and strip off it to 

their origin. 
The relative pronouns التي , الذي , الذي , ما , 

  الذين , اللتين , اللتان , اللذان
Delete it. 

demonstrative pronouns هذه ذا, , هذا , ذاك , ذلك , 
 هذان هؤلاء, , ذي , ذو تلك,

  أولئكم أولئك, ,هاتان,

Delete it. 

 , إنهم , إنهما ما, إنه, أنه, ------
 أن, , إنكم إنكما, إنك, إنهن,

  أنى

Delete it. 

 إياكم إيانا, , إياكما إياك, إياي, ------
  إياكن ,

Delete it. 

indicates advocated ,يـا أيها, أيتها  Delete it. 

 .Delete it  لو , أي --------

IF the word is “ كان” or some 
of her sisters was such as: 

 برح ما , مازال , صار , كان
  انفك ما ,

Delete it. 

Exception words 
Exception words سوى , خلا ما , غير , إلا , 

 ماعدا
Retain it. 

Characters unification 

Containing Hamza in 
different forms  

 “ Then substitute by  ئ , ؤ , ء , ا , إ , أ
 .”أ

Unify synonyms 

Containing possessive 
pronouns 

 قلمكم, قلمكما, قلمك, قلمي,
  قلمكن

Strip off word to 
 . ”قلم“

Abstract word that has several 
synonyms 

 Then substitute the  يشغف , يتوق , يغرم يحب,
word by: “يحب “. 

Member of this set ,كتبتم, كتبتما, كتبت, كتب 
 اكتبي, اكتب, كتبتن, , كتبتما

  تكتب يكتب, اكتبوا,

Strip off it to the 
verb “ كتب” . 

Indicates possessive pronouns  لك, لي, لهن, لهم, لها, له,
  لكن لكم, لكما,

Replace it with the 
verb “يملك” . 

Indicate any adjective ,نشيطان, نشيطة, نشيط 
 ناشط نشيطات, نشيطون,

  ,ناشطة

Strip off it into 
 .”النشاط“

Negative expressions 

Indicate negation ,ليس لن, لم, لا  Substitute the word 
by “ليس”. 

Specific Pronouns 

One of these pronouns أنتن, أنتم, أنتما, انت, , أنا 
  هن هم, هما, هي, هو, نحن,

These types of words 
must be retained 

General rules 

Indicates names that refers 
number 

رباعي رابع, اربعة, أربع, ,4  Subsite the numeric 
integer itself 

Includes preposition and 
possessive pronouns 

 ”منزل “ Stripe it into بمنزلنا

Member of the following ,جعل زعم, حسب, ظن  Substitute the word 
by “ ظن “. 

Conjunction ,ذلك, إلى بالإضافة , فـ حتى 
إذا كيف, ثم,  

Divide the sentence 
into simple 
sentences. 

Indicates result ,لولا, لكي, كي, لذلك, لقد, قد 
لهذا ذلك, اجل من لعل, ليت,   

Divide the sentence 
into simple sentences

Indicate agreement ,اجل بلى, نعم  Replace it into “نعم” 

IV. THE AVATAR SIGNING SYSTEM 

After understating the rules of translation between Arabic 
natural language, and ArSL, we were then able to move on to 
the development of an Avatar that would take Arabic as an 
input and then automatically sign in ArSL. 
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We developed the Programming Avatar Signing System 
(PASS) as a tool designed for hard-of-hearing and deaf high 
school students specifically to teach them concepts of 
computer programming. In order to come up with an explicit 
signing avatar tool, it is important to consider the integral 
parts involved in its making. The sentence is the central 
component that determines the success of the whole system 
because it acts like the primary raw material fed into the 
system [54]. There are other elements such as the ArSL 
grammar rules and the ArSL dictionary that just act as 
catalysts to speed up the construction of the whole system. 
They are potentially utilized by the translator to produce the 
ArSL sentence that guides into an active design of the signing 
avatar tool. The end product in the design line is a perfect 
representation of the human translator that automatically 
encodes messages into sign language. 

A dictionary of computer programming terminologies using 
ArSL was first created throughout workshops with a group of 
deaf students, Computer Science teachers and Sign Language 
experts. This dictionary is visualized by using an avatar that 
signs various words. The dictionary utilized ArSL 
automatically to provide signs on a virtual screen to 
communicate with the deaf students. Through this method, 
hard-of-hearing and deaf learners can use visual signs to 
understand the concepts relating to programming languages. 
The signals are important for understanding whatever that has 
fed into the system automatically to produce ArSL. The 

challenge to develop a system up to bar with real-life signers, 
especially in speed and quality of performance, is of a great 
importance to the success of the system [55]. Fig. 1 shows the 
design process of the signing avatar tool. In addition, Table VI 
shows comparison between PASS and some of the available 
tools of ArSL.  

 

 

Fig. 1 The design process of the signing avatar tool 

 
TABLE VI 

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND RELATED WORK 

Related work 

criteria  Mimix3D Tawasol iCommunicator M-Sign Sign4me SMP Dictionary PASS 

Design 

Web (W)/app(A) A A W A A A W 

User Profile        

Simple Interface        

Visualization by 3d Avatar        

Facial Expression        

Service 

Translate Script to Sign Language        

Translate word by word        

Translator ArSL        

Educational Application        

User Interaction by Solving Exercise        

Concept Visualization (Images, GIFs, and Videos)        

Start guide for users        

Repetition of Lesson        

Learning programming        

 
V. EVALUATION 

An initial analysis of deaf and hard hearing learners was 
undertaken to identify their basic learning requirements. This 
analysis includes measuring their willingness and readiness to 
study computer programming in addition to their ability to 
cognitively understand applied and practical problem-solving 
subjects. On the other hand, learning software in line with the 
use of the avatar systems requires a proper analysis for 
evaluating their usability. Thus, one should evaluate the avatar 
approach to learning through ensuring that it can offer a vast 
array of opportunities such as the ability to:  

a) Present information in audio form;  
b) Translate the spoken and written text to sign language 

with the integration of quality video pictures; 
c) Include sub-topics under the picture video; 
d) Offer separate information such as a dictionary and 

glossary that will be of significance to the deaf and 
hearing-impaired learners; 

e) Offer different levels of the text, both the difficult an easy 
level; 

f) Give easily understood navigation instructions for the 
avatar tool; 

 
Arabic to 

ArSL 
Translator 

Signing Avatar 

Graphic 
Engine

Dictionary 

Semantic 
Parse Tree

Sentence 

ArSL 
Sentence

ArSL Dictionary

ArSL Grammar

CS Dictionary
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g) Structure the learning syllabus for the eLearning using 
avatars in a simple and logical way; 

h) Make a user interface for the avatar system that can allow 
for personification; 

i) Provide easy written and spoken language in the avatar 
system for easy understanding of computer programming. 

A prototype of the PASS was developed with the basic 
functionalities mentioned above. One lesson of introduction to 
programming in JAVA was implemented via the avatar. The 
purpose of this use was to test the usability of the system 
before continuing the implementation and test the objectives 
of the research, this test was important for the project. It 
illustrated the weaknesses of the system, falls and errors. The 
researchers came out with a list of things must be improved or 
changed in the future. Unfortunately, there is weakness point 
in this project that the student page is not bounded with the 
instructor page, and the instructor page needs more 
improvements in the design and the provided functionalities.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The main aim of the study was to present the programming 
concepts for teaching the deaf students via a 3d Avatar by 
using the ArSL. Since it is a learning system; this study has 
addressed the learning styles. It is believed that a powerful, 
motivating, and educationally valuable learning opportunity 
can be created by combining the learning model with the use 
of avatar-based virtual environments. It was found that most 
of the deaf individuals are visually strong, which supported 
the suggestion to enforce visualization upon this study. The 
deaf students are not provided with the opportunity to learn 
operating computers as certain tools are not able to support the 
ArSL among the deaf students in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, the 
study has proposed a tool that would help these students to 
learn the basic programming through an avatar. Another fact 
that supporting visualization for deaf is that such students 
perform and understand mathematics better by visual means. 
Therefore, this project interface includes a 3D avatar and a 
visualization board. Simple animation and images were 
displayed on the board to support the illustration of the lesson. 
The study has also showed that the importance of visualization 
lies in increasing the comprehension or understanding of 
concepts for deaf students through an avatar. The avatar’s 
creation and animation are directly associated with a skeletal 
system. The study was successful in the adoption of student-
led approaches to communicate outcomes to intended 
audiences. 
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